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Innovative algorithms and software tools developed within a game-theoretic framework aid automatic decision making and enhance the effectiveness and robustness of space surveillance. Over the past decade, the space environment has become more complex because of a significant increase in space debris and a greater density of spacecraft. This poses difficulties for efficient and reliable space operations. In this context, ‘predictive situation awareness’ is important for a commander to adequately respond to conflicts in a timely manner. To obtain the common operating picture (COP: the relevant operational information shared by more than one command, enabling collaborative planning) and facilitate the transition from the existing, distributed space-based target observers to the layered-sensing hierarchical architecture, the space community needs to develop a real-time, decentralized system aiding decision making, which must be equipped with data-mining and information-fusion capabilities. Such a ‘space situational awareness’ (SSA) collaborative tool has to meet a number of key challenges. These include options for decision making based on fully decentralized target detection and tracking results, and for high-level data fusion performed on demand to predict the intent (adversary strategies and tactics) of threats to compensate for noncooperative strategies and asymmetrical information. Other key issues relate to sensor data processing and management for optimal tasking and scheduling with real-time requirements, and optimal response through a series of executable actions with associated resources for the decision maker, as well as a translation capability for converting meta-tasks into collections of executable tasks.

We have developed—and successfully demonstrated—a collection of innovative algorithms and software tools built upon space-based target tracking within a game-theoretic framework. Our main aim was to automate decision aiding in a collaborative environment and to enhance the effectiveness and robustness of space surveillance. Our SSA tool provides a COP and predictive battlespace awareness as part of a real-time operation module that is useful in complex situations. The framework is shown schematically in Figure 1, which illustrates the major system modules. We will discuss each of these in turn from the bottom up.

The data-mining module extracts relevant information from numerous data sets, discovers new patterns and/or features, and evaluates and generalizes new patterns. It performs data extraction and association, fuses measurements, signals, and...
information from heterogeneous sensors to form a consistent set of information, compares relevant data with existing patterns and/or features, and determines whether the observational data can be explained by existing patterns or features.

The level 1 data-fusion module applies signal-processing techniques to integrate relevant space-time data and builds up objects for targets or events. Subsequently, the level 2/3 data-fusion component (situation and impact refinement) identifies the objects’ organization, provides references about object intents, evaluates the situations, generates the objects’ structure and/or organization, estimates relationships, and predicts the capabilities and/or intents of the objects. Level 3 data fusion predicts likely future courses of action (COAs), provides evaluation, and advises possible reactive strategies. Such COAs may be associated with friendly forces, enemies, or the civilian environment (i.e., a civilian satellite or vehicle, space debris, meteorites, and so on). The level 4 data-fusion stage (process refinement) then optimizes the collaborative sensing and analyzing procedures, routing, and scheduling. It is responsible for simultaneous search, classification, tracking, and prediction. Level 4 data fusion evaluates the performance and cost of the entire operational pathway, which is fed back to the system and used for performance refinement for subsequent time steps. It determines the routing and scheduling of fixed and/or moving platforms.

Next, the meta-task decomposition module decomposes different levels of commands (which might be meta-capability, meta-function, or meta-task levels, or directly the executable-task level) from level 5 human commanders or level 4 sensor management and data fusion into tasks that can be executed directly by the objects. In other words, it transforms commands and orders to executable tasks. Specific sensor-action control units are directly implemented on heterogeneous sensors, which are evaluated by the level 2/3 module. The task-decomposition module can accept commands or action inputs from the highest meta-capability to the atomic-executable level for sensing and/or analysis operations in later steps.

The knowledge base fuses offline knowledge (from initialization), learns online knowledge (from human operators and processes), and supports the operational process. It stores available data (for example, numbers, identities, classes, kinematics, features, capabilities, or intents of targets) and knowledge (such as pre-information, or online experiences or lessons). The module accepts knowledge inputs from the operator and learns knowledge from system modules through data mining. It also supports the operation of other modules for level 5 fusion.\(^1\)

Finally, the general mission analysis tool (GMAT) module provides a visual user interface for human operators. In addition, the GMAT presentation provides performance analysis of SSA metrics. The user interface is implemented within GMAT, an analysis and optimization platform developed by NASA.\(^2\) Users can select which display to access. System states such as kinematics, identity, and/or status can be illustrated by displaying object images (or icons) on screen. Relevant process information, such as important statistical data or knowledge, or newly learned, discarded, or updated knowledge, resource readiness, and sensing or maneuvering commands are reported to the operator through GMAT.

A typical multisensor multi-object tracking scenario is shown in the bottom right-hand corner of Figure 2. We selected four satellites as observers (Ariane 44L, OPS 856, Vanguard 1, and Echo 1) and two geostationary-orbit satellites as objects (Echostar 10 and Cosmos 2350). We used GMAT as the system controller as well as the visualization tool in our simulation study. Discussions on filter design can be found in our companion papers.\(^3,4\) The GMAT visualization of the tracking results is shown in Figure 2.

We have implemented game-theoretic data fusion and a decision-aiding framework for collaborative-system SSA. We performed extensive simulations on low-earth-orbit (LEO) to LEO and LEO to geostationary-orbit multisensor multi-target tracking. The automated decision-aid tool can enhance situation awareness in hostile and uncertain environments, significantly compress decision timelines, reduce manpower requirements, and increase mission effectiveness to achieve a common understanding of the readiness of space resources in real time. Our future directions will include development of novel fusion-performance metrics, implementation
of distributed-control theoretical planning, and experimenta-
tion of possible threat-event predictions for operator scenario
assessment.
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